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RESUMEN

Resumen —
La identificación de un conjunto de individuos que poseen una influencia
relevante y que actúan como actores clave en redes sociales es una cuestión de
interés en muchas situaciones reales, especialmente en aquellas relacionadas con
Internet. A pesar de que varios enfoques han sido propuestos con el objetivo
de identificar conjuntos de actores clave, éstos se centran principalmente en la
optimización de un solo objetivo. Ésto podría conllevar un bajo rendimiento ya
que los conjuntos identificados normalmente no son capaces de rendir bien en
aplicaciones del mundo real donde más objetivos de interés son contemplados.
La optimización multiobjetivo parece ser la extensión natural para esta tarea,
pero existe una falta de este tipo de metodologías en la literatura científica.
Se propone un algoritmo eficiente denominado Multi-Objective Artificial Bee
Colony (MOABC) para hacer frente al problema de identificación de actores
clave, este algoritmo es aplicado en el contexto de seis redes de diferentes
dimensiones y características. El enfoque propuesto es capaz de identificar mejor
a los actores clave que otros enfoques anteriores, especialmente en el contexto
de redes sociales grandes y complejas. El rendimiento del algoritmo propuesto ha
sido evaluado acorde a diversas métricas de calidad. Los resultados de la ejecución
del MOABC muestran mejoras importantes con respecto a los mejores resultados
multiobjetivo de la literatura científica, específicamente, en promedio, una mejora
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del Hipervolumen del 13.20 %, un 120.39 % en la Relación de Cobertura y
un 125.52 % en el número de soluciones no dominadas. Además, el algoritmo
propuesto es también más robusto cuando se repiten ejecuciones.
Sin embargo, el algoritmo MOABC identifica un gran número de soluciones
válidas y no dominadas, por lo que seleccionar una única solución relevante sobre
las demás es una tarea difícil. En este documento, diferentes métodos de análisis de
optimalidad post-Pareto han sido considerados para reducir a una única solución
los frentes de Pareto identificados por el enfoque MOABC. Estos métodos han
sido implementados, probados y comparados. El método del mayor hipervolumen
ha resultado ser el que consigue el mayor rendimiento promedio en la mayoría
de las redes sociales probadas, con una de las dispersiones relativas más bajas.
Este método es seguido de cerca por el método basado en la distancia Euclídea al
punto ideal, el cuál consigue altos valores promedio en la mitad de las redes.
Además de esto, los valores promedio del método del consenso han probado
ser competitivos. Los resultados indican que el método del mayor hipervolumen
mejora el rendimiento promedio de los métodos restantes entre un 0.06 % y un
54.06 %.
En el futuro, el algoritmo MOABC y el mejor método encontrado para la
selección de una única solución serán aplicados a una plataforma de aprendizaje
electrónico con el objetivo de identificar estudiantes relevantes e influentes en la
red social de una clase.
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clave, Optimización Multiobjetivo, Análisis de redes sociales, Análisis post Pareto
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ABSTRACT

Abstract —
Identifying a set of individuals that have an influential relevance and act as key
players in a social network is a matter of interest in many real world situations,
especially in those related to the Internet. Although several approaches have
been proposed in order to identify key players sets, they mainly focus just on
the optimization of a single objective. This may lead to a poor performance
since the sets identified are not usually able to perform well in real life
applications where more objectives of interest are taken into account. Multiobjective optimization seems the natural extension for this task, but there is
a lack of this type of methodologies in the scientific literature. An efficient MultiObjective Artificial Bee Colony (MOABC) algorithm is proposed to address the
key players identification problem and is applied in the context of six networks
of different dimensions and characteristics. The proposed approach is able to
best identify the key players than the ones previously proposed, especially in
the context of big and complex social networks. The model performance of the
proposed approach has been evaluated according to different quality metrics.
The results from the MOABC execution show important improvements with
respect to the best multi-objective results in the scientific literature, specifically, in
average, 13.20 % of improvement in Hypervolume, 120.39 % in Coverage Relation
and 125.52 % in number of non-dominated solutions. Even more, the proposed
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algorithm is also more robust when repeating executions.
Nevertheless, the MOABC algorithm identifies a large number of valid and
non-dominated solutions, so selecting a relevant single solution over the others is
a difficult task. In this document, different methods for post-Pareto optimality
analysis have been considered to reduce the Pareto fronts identified by the
MOABC approach to a single solution. These methods have been implemented,
tested, and compared. The highest hypervolume method has turned to be the one
achieving the highest average performance in most of the social networks tested
with one of the lowest relative dispersions. This method is closely followed by the
method based on the Euclidean distance to the ideal point, which reaches high
mean values in half of the networks. Besides that, the average values from the
consensus method have proven to be competitive. The results indicate that the
highest hypervolume method improves the average performance of the remaining
methods between 0,06 % and 52,06 %.
In the future, the MOABC algorithm and the best found method for the
selection of a single solution will be applied to an e-learning platform in order to
identify the relevant and influential students in the social network of a class.
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1
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, due to the emergence of technologies and social media, there has
been a growing interest in social networks as they are present in many real-world
disciplines such as politics, marketing, communication... As a consequence, the
aim of identifying a set of individuals from a social network that have a relevant
influence (key players) is a matter of interest (Probst et al., 2013; Zhao et al.,
2014; Zhu, 2013) .
Many current approaches to identify key players are only based on a
single objective (Abraham et al., 2010). Several node centrality measures have
been proposed as the objective to be taken into account for this task, such
as, for example, Degree Centrality (Freeman, 1978) , Betweenness Centrality
(Barthélemy, 2004) , Closeness Centrality (Okamoto et al., 2008) , and
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Eigenvector Centrality (Bonacich, 2007) . The approach considering only one
objective seems not to be enough to address properly this problem. For example,
with regard to Degree Centrality, its lack of effectiveness as a single objective
can be explained by the fact that the key players that are identified may have a
substantial amount of direct relationships but very close to each other, not being
able to reach other areas of the network. Therefore, it seems natural to consider
more than one objective with the aim of covering different areas of the social
network.
Addressing properly this problem can be achieved by using a multi-objective
optimization approach as it takes into account two or more objective functions
to be optimized. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is only one
previous multi-objective optimization approach for identifying key players sets.
This approach was proposed in (Gunasekara et al., 2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014),
and it is based on the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)
(Deb et al., 2002) . However, with multiple objectives, there is generally not a
single solution optimizing all the objective functions at the same time, but instead
there is a set of different solutions that are good and represent different tradeoffs of the objectives. These solutions are known as non-dominated solutions or
Pareto-optimal solutions (Deb, 2015) . The Pareto front identified contains a large
number of non-dominated solutions, so choosing one solution over the others can
be a challenging problem for the decision-maker, specially if no preference criteria
are considered.
The choice of one single solution in an optimization problem is usually required
in many contexts. For example, a motivation could be the problem of finding a
set of key players in an e-learning platform called NeuroK1 (Calle-Alonso et al.,
2017) . NeuroK is a new e-learning platform leveraging the latest technologies and
implementing learning analytic tools that support pedagogical principles from
neuroscience. The application of this approach could identify influential students
within the social network, which are relevant in the teaching-learning process.
1

https://neurok.es/
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In this document, a Multi-Objective Artificial Bee Colony (MOABC)
optimization approach has been specifically designed to address the lack of
effectiveness of single-objective approaches when identifying key players sets in
social networks. The algorithm is based on the idea of (Karaboga et al., 2007), but
it has been adapted to the multi-objective context and to this particular problem.
The algorithm has been implemented and tested, and after several experiments
and analyses, it has been demonstrated how the outcomes from the execution of
the MOABC approach provide better results than the ones of (Gunasekara et al.,
2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014) when the social networks are large. The MOABC
results also surpass those generated by the individual centrality measures. The
testing networks have been obtained from different sources and purposes to
test the behavior of the algorithms in real-world scenarios (Facebook social
network, animal interactions, offline human relationships, phone communications,
and power networks topologies and patterns). A model performance comparison
between the MOABC and NSGA-II approaches has been carried out. In order
to assess the differences between algorithms, a statistical analysis based on
various quality metrics has been performed, demonstrating the advantages of the
proposed MOABC algorithm over NSGA-II both in quality metric results and
robustness. This is especially relevant for large and complex social networks since
they are the most common and interesting ones and they are constantly growing.
As multi-objective optimization approaches generally do not find a single
solution optimizing all the objective functions, this document also proposes
several methods for post-Pareto optimality analysis to automatically select one
relevant solution among the several alternatives found by the MOABC approach.
These methods have been also tested with the same social networks as MOABC.
The outline of this document is as follows. Section 2 gathers the objectives of
this document. In Section 3, the state-of-the art is shown. Section 4 formulates
the problem of identifying key players in social networks as a multi-objective
optimization problem. Section 5 presents the proposed Multi-Objective Artificial
Bee Colony algorithm and its operators (5.1) and the methods for the automatic
3
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selection of a single solution from the Pareto front (5.2). Section 6 presents the
datasets used to perform the experiments (6.1), the quality indicators to asses
the model performance as well as the obtained results for the MOABC approach
(6.2) and the methods for Pareto reduction (6.3). Finally, Section 7 presents the
conclusions and the future research.

4
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2
OBJECTIVES

– Develop a multi-objective approach to identify key players in large social
networks.
– Use node centrality measures in the multi-optimization process to address
the deficiencies of single optimization approaches.
– Test the proposed approach in six networks of different characteristics.
– Assess the model performance of the proposed approach against the
previously proposed through a graphical and statistical analysis.
– Consider several post-Pareto methods to automatically select a single
solution from the set of solutions identified by the multi-objective approach.

5
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– Compare the results obtained by the different methods and assess their
performance in the previously mentioned social networks.
– Identify the best method to be applied in an e-learning platform to
automatically select a single optimal group of students.

6
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3
STATE-OF-THE-ART

3.1

Related work for MOABC

Different approaches have used node centralities as a single objective to
identify key players in social networks. Diesner et al. (2005) used separately
degree, betweenness, closeness, and eigenvector centralities for identifying key
players in a large scale e-mail collection from Enron (an energy company) over
a period of 3.5 years. Bodin et al. (2008) identified the key individuals in
a rural fishing community. For this task, they used degree, betweenness, and
eigenvector centralities. Kim et al. (2013) used singly degree and eigenvector
centralities in order to identify the important companies in a patent-infringement
lawsuits network. Batallas et al. (2006) identified critical players (information
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leaders) in product development organizational networks by using separately
degree, betweenness, and closeness centralities. Choi et al. (2010) analyzed the key
players in a research network for radiation oncology in Korea. They used degree,
betweenness, and eigenvector centralities. Shaikh et al. (2006) used singly degree,
betweenness, closeness, and eigenvector centralities for identifying key nodes in
terrorist networks. Fewell et al. (2012) used degree centrality in order to analyze
basketball teams that rely more heavily on key players. More studies can be found
in the literature using these centrality measures.

3.2

Related work for reducing the Pareto front

Different approaches have been proposed to reduce the set of non-dominated
solutions. These methods have been classified into three main categories:
reduction methods based on users’ preferences, clustering procedures, and
distance-based methods.
Firstly, methods based on users’ preferences allows to identify optimal
solutions that are acceptable and preferred based on the desired users’ criteria.
One technique used in several studies is the non-numerical ranking preferences
(NNRP) method (Taboada et al., 2007), that is based on iteratively generated
weight values for the objective functions. Other techniques have also based its
performance on the generation of weights as the Greedy Reduction method
(Venkat et al., 2004), the Weighted Stress Function Method (WSFM) (Ferreira
et al., 2007) or the TOPSIS method (Yadollahi et al., 2015). There are
other approaches considering a tradeoff-analysis technique capable of identifying
Pareto-compromise solutions (Grierson, 2008) or following a 2-step Pareto
filtering procedure that removes low quality solutions (Antipova et al., 2015).
Also, users’ preferences have been considered in the selection of a threshold angle
in order to identify areas with desirable solutions within the Angle based with
Specific bias parameter pruning Algorithm (ASA) (Sudeng et al., 2015). Sorting
procedures, such as the UTADIS method, have been also used to categorize the
8
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solutions into preference ordered classes (Soylu et al., 2011). Specific algorithms
based on an arbitrary finite collection of users’ information have been also
proposed for the Pareto set reduction (Noghin et al., 2011). In spite of the fact that
some of the previous approaches are very interesting, they need the interaction
of users, which is not possible in contexts where an automatic selection of one
relevant solution is sought.
Regarding the clustering procedures, they base their performance on grouping
non-dominated solutions into different clusters such that elements within the same
cluster have a high degree of similarity. The most popular clustering technique is,
probably, the k-means clustering algorithm (Al Malki et al., 2016), a partitioning
procedure that calculates the centroid for each group and assigns each observation
to the group with the closest centroid. Another similar approach for finding
a reduced Pareto subset uses fuzzy clustering techniques (FCM) (Di Nuovo
et al., 2006). Alternative partitioning techniques have been proposed such as the
Partitioning Around Medoid (PAM) (Guo et al., 2012). Four clustering methods:
the aforementioned k-means partitioning, Maximum Split Partitioning (MSP),
Minimum Diameter Partitioning (MDP), and p-Median Partitioning (PMP) are
compared by Brusco (2017). Subtractive clustering has been proposed over the
k-means and fuzzy c-means methods in other studies where no initial number
of clusters is provided. For example, Zio et al. (2011) proposes a subtractive
clustering based technique. This technique was assessed and the results were
compared with the ones obtained from other two clustering techniques: the SelfOrganizing Maps (SOM) and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) (Zio et al.,
2012). Another technique is the Dynamically Growing Self-Organizing Trees
(DGSOT) (Aguirre et al., 2011a; Aguirre et al., 2011b), where the algorithm
optimizes the number of clusters and can rearrange misclustered data. All these
clustering approaches prune the Pareto-optimal solutions to a reduced set with
more than one solution instead of a single one.
Finally, distance-based methods seem to be suitable approaches to automatically select one relevant solution among the several alternatives within the Pareto9
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optimal set. These methods calculate the existing distance within the objective
space between non-dominated solutions. One common technique identifies the
relevant non-dominated solution by using the shortest distance to a given ideal
point, which best optimizes all the objectives taken into account. For example, in
a manufacturing context, a problem was solved by using a multi-objective optimization approach, and the non-dominated solutions were given to this method
with the Euclidean distance (L2 ) in order to select a single solution (Padhye
et al., 2011). A comparison with another method based on a user’s pre-decided
reference point is presented by Padhye et al. (2011). On the other hand, Siwale
(2013) advocates for the use of Tchebycheff distance from each point to the ideal
point to identify a compromise solution. As both distance-based approaches are
able to optimally identify a single solution from the Pareto-optimal set, both are
included within the automatic methods considered in this document.

10
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4
PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, the problem of identifying key players sets is formalized as a
multi-objective optimization problem.

4.1

Multi-objective optimization

Let F (x) = {f1 (x), f2 (x), . . . , fl (x)} be a set of l objective functions, which have
to be simultaneously optimized as a function of the vector x and each function
can be subject to certain constraints.
In single-objective optimization the optimal solution is the one that shows
the best value regarding the considered objective function. However, in multi-

11
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objective optimization, multiple suitable solutions are found instead of a single
solution. Consequently, this leads to the need of establishing a predetermined
definition of an optimum to compare two solutions, which can correspond with
the criterion of Pareto dominance (Deb, 2015).
Let x and x0 be two solutions from the decision space, x0 is dominated by x
or x dominates x0 (represented as x  x0 ) in case that x is better than x0 in at
least one of the considered objective functions and not worse in the rest of them.
On the other hand, x is called a non-dominated solution when it is not possible
to find a different solution that improves an objective function in value without
degrading some of the other objectives values. These non-dominated solutions
are considered feasible solutions and they compose the Pareto-optimal set, where
each solution represents a single point in the objective space, and the complete
representation of the Pareto-optimal set is known as Pareto-optimal front (Zitzler
et al., 2004).

4.2

Defining the objective functions

In this document, two objective functions are considered to identify key players
sets: Eigenvector centrality and the distance between key players within the set,
both of them to be maximized. These objective functions are the same that were
used in the only previous multi-objective optimization approach, proposed in
(Gunasekara et al., 2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014).
Eigenvector centrality measures the relative influence of a node in a network
based on the importance of the nodes that are directly connected to it, i.e., the
sum of the centralities of its neighbors (Bonacich, 2007). It uses the eigenvector
and the largest eigenvalue of the respective adjacency matrix of a graph.
Therefore, for a given graph G = {V, E}, being V the set of N vertices and
E the edges connecting different vertices, let A be the corresponding adjacency
matrix, where aij = 1 if vertex vi is linked to vertex vj and 0, otherwise. Then,

12
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the Eigenvector Centrality of a vertex e(vi ) ∈ [0, 1] is defined as follows:
N

e(vi ) =

1X
aij · e(vj )
λ j=1

i = 1, 2, . . . , N.

(4.1)

where λ is the largest eigenvalue of A and e = (e(v1 ), e(v2 ), . . . , e(vN )) is the
corresponding eigenvector. Equation (4.1) can be expressed as the matrix equation
Ae = λe. Note that, calculating the Eigenvector Centrality is a recursive process
as the value of a node depends on the value of its neighbors. It is possible to
calculate it by different iterative methods such as the Power Iteration Method
(Arefin et al., 2013).
In the key players set context, measuring the Eigenvector Centrality of a set
is based on the average of the individual eigenvector values. Thus, in a set K with
M ( N ) key players K = {k1 , k2 , . . . , kM }, its average eigenvector value ēK is
calculated as:

ēK =

M
1 X
e(km ).
M m=1

(4.2)

In a single-objective optimization problem, using only the Eigenvector
Centrality as the objective function to find key players sets may lead to a
low dispersion of the selected nodes within the network. Consequently, the
optimization process would find important nodes but very close to each other,
limiting the possibility to reach different areas of interest in the network. Due
to this reason, a second objective function is considered. The second objective is
related to the distance between the key players selected (to be maximized), giving
to the process a multi-objective behavior. The aim of this objective function is to
address the Eigenvector Centrality deficiencies and spread the key players along
different areas. Taking into account just maximizing the distance would result in
very distributed but not relevant key players.
In order to measure the distance between two key players ki and kj in a
13
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network, the metric is based on the shortest path that links both vertices in such
a way that the sum of the weights of the edges of the path is minimized. Note
that, the different data sets used are undirected and unweighted social networks,
so the shortest path between two nodes (vi , vj ) is similar to the path (vj , vi ), and
if vi is adjacent to vj the distance between nodes is d(vi , vj ) = d(vj , vi ) = 1.
The process of determining the shortest path between nodes has been achieved
using the Dijkstra’s algorithm (Jasika et al., 2012), which finds, for every node
in the network, the shortest path to the N − 1 remaining ones. Once all the
shortest paths have been found, measuring the objective value of the key players
set regarding to the distance is also calculated as the average of the individual
distances between all pairs of nodes:

d¯K =

M X
M
X
1
d(km , kt ).
M · (M − 1) m=1 t=1

(4.3)

Therefore, the optimization problem is defined as:

máx Φ(K) = {ēK , d¯K },

(4.4)

subject to K ⊂ {v1 , v2 , . . . , vN }; |K| = M,
where | · | represents the number of elements of a set.
Next section presents the proposed multi-objective optimization
algorithm and the considered methods to automatically select a single
solution from the Pareto-optimal set.

14
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5
METHODOLOGY

5.1

Multi-objective artificial bee colony algorithm

A MOABC algorithm is designed, implemented and tested for the key player
selection problem. This algorithm is based on the idea of the Artificial Bee
Colony (ABC) algorithm proposed by Karaboga et al. (2007), which is based
on the intelligent foraging behavior of a colony of honey bees. In Subsection 5.1.1
the generation of the initial food sources of the bees is explained. During the
algorithm execution, these food sources are modified by a mutation operator,
which is detailed in Subsection 5.1.2. Finally, the main steps of the algorithm are
explained in Subsection 5.1.3.
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5.1.1

Initialization

The first step of the algorithm is generating the initial food sources for each bee
in the colony. In this context, a food source refers to a possible solution, which
is composed by a set of key players K = {k1 , k2 , . . . , kM }. The corresponding
nectar amount refers to the multi-objective fitness value of the given solution. The
multi-objective fitness function assesses the quality of a food source by taking the
rank (obtained by ordering the Pareto fronts) and the crowding distance of the
individuals (Deb et al., 2002). Therefore, each bee is related to a possible solution
and they represent a set of solutions, whose size is limited by the number of bees
in the hive (colony_size).
Two types of initializations are proposed. One with a greedy behavior and the
other with a random behavior. On the one hand, the greedy initialization tries to
find a set of key players so that the distance value is maximized. Consequently, the
initial food sources will correspond to sets of solutions with key players distributed
along the network. With this purpose, the process starts selecting the farthest
nodes in the network based on its Closeness Centrality (Okamoto et al., 2008)
values. This centrality metric measures the average length of the shortest path
from a given node to the rest of the nodes of the graph. More specifically, the
Closeness Centrality (c) for a given vertex vi is defined as:

(N − 1)
c(vi ) = PN
j=1 d(vj , vi )

i = 1, 2, . . . , N.

(5.1)

Hence, the greedy initialization includes a node with a low Closeness
Centrality value in the set and adds M − 1 nodes so that they maximize the
distance value of the set. Consequently, the initial food sources will consist on
sets of key players whose individuals are distributed in different areas of the
network, allowing the algorithm to firstly identify solutions that maximize the
objective function regarding to the distance between key players.
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On the other hand, the random initialization consists on randomly selecting
nodes as key players and their objective function values are calculated. This
initialization provides more diversity to the initial food sources and helps to
extend the search space.

5.1.2

Mutation operator

With the aim to improve the current solutions, two evolutionary operators for
mutation are included. They remove a key player from a set and add a different
one. A predefined mutation probability pm is used to control whether a key player
of the set should be mutated. As said, two different operators are used, each one
with a 50 % of probability: a greedy mutation and a random mutation. One of
these two mutation operators is applied and once the mutation operator has
finished, the mutated food source is updated with its corresponding new values
regarding to the objective functions.
When performing a greedy mutation, there are two possibilities: mutate the
food source with the aim to improve the distance between the key players, or
mutate it to improve the Eigenvector Centrality value of the set. There is also
a probability of 50 % to decide which objective to improve. For the first case,
the greedy operator removes from a set of key players the one that contributes
the lowest distance to the whole set, then it searches a different node so that its
contribution to the distance value is maximized and turns the node into a key
player. In the second case, the process is the same but focusing on the Eigenvector
Centrality, so the key player with the lowest value is removed from the set and
selects a different available node with the maximum value to become a key player.
On the other hand, when the random mutation is applied, the operator
removes a random key player from the set and replaces it with a randomly selected
node. Note that the selected node must be different to the previous one removed
and different to the remaining nodes in the set.
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5.1.3

Main steps of the algorithm

The bees in the hive can be classified in three different types: employed bees,
onlooker bees, and scout bees. The first kind of bees (employed bees) go to
their known food sources and exploit them. They also collect information of the
neighbor food sources and their quality. Then, they carry the information to the
hive, where onlooker bees are waiting for them to choose the best food sources
according to their worthiness. When a food source is exhausted, its corresponding
bee becomes a scout bee and carries out a random search to find new food sources.
The proposed MOABC algorithm is summarized with the following pseudocode (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 MOABC pseudocode.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

N DS_archive ← ∅
initial()
for cycle = 1 to max_cycles do
send_employed_bees()
rank_and_crowding(colony_size)
calculate_probabilities()
send_onlooker_bees()
send_scout_bees(cycle)
rank_and_crowding(2 ∗ colony_size)
export_colony(N DS_archive)
end for
First of all, the file NDS_archive is initialized. It will help to avoid losing

solutions that did not evolve during the algorithm execution, but still valid nondominated solutions by exporting them at the end of each cycle. Then, the amount
of colony_size food sources are initialized as discussed in Subsection 5.1.1.
Once the initial colony is generated, the following steps of the algorithm iterate
in a loop until the counter reaches the predetermined value for the maximum
number of cycles (max_cycles) (lines 3 to 11). The next step consists on sending
every employedBee onto its corresponding food source (line 4). In this step, each
employedBee is mutated to improve the food source and obtaining a mutatedBee.
In case that the new mutatedBee dominates the original bee, it becomes an
18
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employed bee replacing the previous one. Otherwise, the employedBee increases
by one its trials counter that will determine when a food source is exhausted if it
exceeds a limit.
Later, the current bees in the hive are evaluated to determine their
corresponding rank and crowding (Deb et al., 2002) values (line 5, multi-objective
fitness). These values are used (in line 6) to calculate the probability for each food
source to be chosen by the onlooker bees according to its multi-objective fitness.
Therefore, the next step consists on sending the onlooker bees (line 7). At this
point, the size of the colony is duplicated by the onlooker bees, which select current
food sources based on their probability values. Therewith, the same mutation
operator (as in the case of employed bees, Subsection 5.1.2) is applied and the
dominance is checked. The mutated bee will replace the original onlooker bee if it
is not dominated by this second one. Otherwise, the corresponding trials counter
is increased.
Now, the scout bees take part in the algorithm and determine which food
sources are exhausted by checking if the solutions have not been enhanced after a
predetermined number of tries. If so, the scout bees generate random food sources
to replace the exhausted ones (line 8). Then, the new food sources are mutated
several times in order to assure that they have a chance of competing with the
existing ones in the colony. The number of mutations is proportional to the current
cycle number, i.e., the greater the number of cycles, the better solutions there will
be in the colony, and therefore, more mutations are necessary.
As it was done with the employed bees colony, the current colony is evaluated
by applying the rank and crowding operators (line 9). To conclude with the cycle,
the non-dominated solutions found are stored in the NDS_archive before starting
the next cycle and the colony size is reduced to its original size (colony_size),
i.e., the half of the current size.
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5.2

Automatic Selection of a Single Solution from
the Pareto Front

The methods applied in this section are classified in four main categories: highest
hypervolume (subsection 5.2.1), consensus (subsection 5.2.2), shortest distance
to ideal point (subsection 5.2.3), and shortest distance to all points (subsection
5.2.4).

5.2.1

Highest hypervolume (HH)

The hypervolume (Beume et al., 2009) is a unitary indicator used in multi-objetive
optimization, as a quality metric, to measure the space covered by a set of nondominated solutions in the objective space. In this case, the applied method
focuses on the hypervolume covered by each point of the Pareto front, selecting
the solution associated to the highest hypervolume as the preferred solution.

5.2.2

Consensus (C)

The following method proposes the selection of a consensus solution as the
single preferred solution based on the non-dominated set. Since each point of
the Pareto front is related to a set K of M key players, the consensus solution is
defined as a group formed with the M most used key players in all the different
solutions identified in the Pareto front. This is achieved by counting the number of
appearances of each key player. Hence, the key players with the highest frequencies
are selected. Note that the consensus solution may not belong to the Pareto front.
This approach have been implemented by Pérez et al. (2017) in a different
context.
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5.2.3

Shortest distance to the ideal point (SDI)

This method is based on measuring the shortest distance to a point within the
objective space that best optimizes the objectives taken into account, usually
referred as the ideal point. In this multi-objective optimization context, this is the
point that maximizes the objectives related to the eigenvector centrality and the
distance between key players. Therefore, given a point P1 = (p11 , ..., p1l , ..., p1L )
from the Pareto-optimal set of S non-dominated points, the distance to the ideal
point P2 = (p21 , ..., p2l , ..., p2L ), where l = 1, 2, . . . , L, is denoted as d(P1 , P2 ).
Note that in this case, L = 2 is the number of objective functions and P2 = (1, 1)
represents the maximum values that both objective functions can reach, because
both objectives are normalized in the range [0, 1].
Within this method, four types of distances are used to measure the distance
between each point of the Pareto front and the ideal point, so the point with the
minimum computed distance value is the one selected as the preferred solution.
These four variants are denoted as: SDIE (SDI using Euclidean distance), SDIM
(SDI with Manhattan distance), SDIT (SDI by means of Tchebycheff distance),
and SDIM B (SDI applying Mahalanobis distance).
The first one is the Euclidean distance (L2 ), which has been used in previous
studies to select a single point from all the non-dominated solutions identified
(Padhye et al., 2011). It is defined as:
v
u L
uX
dE (P1 , P2 ) = t (p1l − p2l )2 .

(5.2)

l=1

Manhattan distance, which is based on the gridlike street geography of
Manhattan (New York, USA), has been also used in many disciplines as a distance
metric (Golubitsky et al., 2010). It is based on the sum of the lengths of the
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projections on the coordinate axes:

dM (P1 , P2 ) = kP1 − P2 k =

L
X

|p1l − p2l |.

(5.3)

l=1

Thirdly, the Tchebycheff distance has been also used in other approaches to
identify the compromise solution with the lowest distance to the ideal point
(Siwale, 2013). It focuses on the greatest difference between two points along
any coordinate dimension. The following equation shows its definition:

dT (P1 , P2 ) = máx (|p1l − p2l |).
l=1,2,...,L

(5.4)

Finally, the last one is the Mahalanobis distance (Zhao et al., 2017). It differs
from the previous distances in that it takes into account the correlations of the
given data set. It is defined as:
v

2
u
uX
L
u
 p1l − p2l  ,
dM B (P1 , P2 ) = t
σl
l=1

(5.5)

where σl is the uncorrected sample standard deviation for each objective and is
computed by measuring the dispersion of the objective function values through
the set of points of the Pareto front {p1l , p2l , . . . , pSl }, i.e.:

σl =

S
1X
(psl − p̄l )2 ,
S s=1

(5.6)

being p̄l the arithmetic mean.

5.2.4

Shortest distance to all points (SDA)

For each non-dominated point, the method computes its value as the sum of
the distances to all the other points within the Pareto front. Then, the solution
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associated with the point with the lowest computed distance to the rest of the
points is the one selected as the preferred solution. Note that this solution is
related to the medoid of the Pareto-optimal set.
Besides using the four distances aforementioned, this method also includes
the Levenshtein distance (Taleb, 2016) (also called edit distance). It has been
widely used to compute the distance between two input strings, returning a score
equivalent to the number of insertions and deletions needed, in order to transform
one input string into another.
In the key player context, the Levenshtein distance can be used to compute
the distance between two key players sets corresponding to two non-dominated
solutions. Given two points P1 and P2 from the Pareto front associated to the two
key players sets KP1 and KP2 , the Levenshtein distance can be calculated as:

dLV (P1 , P2 ) = 2 · (M − |KP1 ∩ KP2 |),

(5.7)

where | · | represents the cardinality or number of elements in a set.
Therefore, this method is divided into the following different variants: SDAE
(SDA with Euclidean distance), SDAM (SDA using Manhattan distance), SDAT
(SDA by means of Tchebycheff distance), SDAM B (SDA using Mahalanobis
distance), and SDALV (SDA applying the Levenshtein distance).
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6
RESULTS

6.1

Datasets

The performance of both MOABC and NSGA-II (Gunasekara et al., 2015;
Gunasekara et al., 2014) algorithms has been evaluated according to various
kinds of data sets with different characteristics. These data sets are provided by
four network repositories such as the UCI Network Data Repository (Dolphins,
Power Grid) from the University of California, the Network Repository web tool
(Facebook William, Reality Mining), the Matrix Market (US Power Network),
and the Pajek’s data set website (Prisoners).
Table 6.1 shows some information about the data sets chosen for this
document.
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# Network
1 Dolphins1

Nodes
62

2
3

Prisoners2
Power Grid3

67
4941

4
5
6

US Power Net.4
Facebook W.5
Reality Mining6

5300
6472
6809

Edges Description
159 Frequent associations between dolphins that lived off
Doubtful Sound, New Zealand
142 Sociometric choice data collected from 67 prison inmates
6594 Network representing the topology of the Western States
Power Grid of the US
13571 Power Network patterns collected from the Western US
266380 A social friendship network extracted from Facebook
7681 Human mobile phone call events between users at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

Tabla 6.1: List of the different social networks used.

6.2

Multi-objective artificial bee colony algorithm

This section details the different quality metrics that have been used toassess the
results, the parameter settings, and the obtained experimental results.

6.2.1

Quality metrics

In multi-objective optimization an important issue is the quantitative comparison
of the performance of different algorithms. The model performance of both
MOABC and NSGA-II (Gunasekara et al., 2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014) has
been evaluated by using two popular quality indicators: the unitary indicator
Hypervolume (HV ) (Beume et al., 2009) and the Coverage Relation (CR) (Zitzler
et al., 2003), which is a binary indicator. Also, the number of non-dominated
solutions has been used as a quality metric.
Firstly, the HV is used to measure the volume covered in the objective
function space by a Pareto front of non-dominated solutions. More specifically,
regarding to a multi-objective context with l objective functions, the purpose is
to measure the volume of the objective space covered by a set of non-dominated
1

http://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/data.php?id=6
http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/data/ucinet/ucidata.htm#prison
3
http://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/data.php?id=107
4
http://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/data/Harwell-Boeing/bcspwr/bcspwr10.html
5
http://networkrepository.com/socfb-William77.php
6
http://networkrepository.com/ia-reality.php
2
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solutions A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , a|A| } obtained from the decision space and that
are limited by a reference point r = (r1 , r2 , . . . , rl ). For each element ai , the
corresponding hypercube is calculated as h(ai ) = [ai1 , r1 ] × [ai2 , r2 ] × . . . × [ail , rl ].
The resulting hypercubes are joined to calculate the HV of A, with repeatedly
covered hypercubes being counted once. Therefore, the HV is calculated as:



|A|



[

HV (A, r) = L h(ai ),

(6.1)

i=1

where L refers to the Lebesgue measure Bartle, 1995.
Regarding to the second quality metric, CR is used to measure the fraction
of non-dominated solutions within a Pareto front B = {b1 , b2 , . . . , b|B| } that
are covered by the non-dominated solutions of other Pareto front A =
{a1 , a2 , . . . , a|A| }. Then, the CR is calculated as follows:

CR(A, B) =

|{b ∈ B; ∃ a : a  b}|
.
|B|

(6.2)

If all the solutions in B are covered by the ones in A, the result of the equation
(6.2) would be equal to 1. Hence, CR(A, B) = 0 means that none of the solutions
in B is covered by the solutions in A. Take into account that the dominance
operator () is not symmetric, so it is possible that CR(A, B) 6= 1 − CR(B, A).

6.2.2

Parameter settings

In order to carry out fair comparisons, the proposed MOABC approach and
the NSGA-II (Gunasekara et al., 2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014) have been
configured according to the same parameters. Specifically, both algorithms have
a colony_size = 50 and the number of cycles (or generations) has been set to
max_cycles = 150. Besides, the number of key players is M = 5 (as indicated in
(Gunasekara et al., 2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014)).
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Regarding to MOABC in particular, it needs to define its mutation probability
pm and the limit of trials for considering that a food source is exhausted, i.e.,
limit = 5 and pm = 1/M .

6.2.3

Experimental results

The Pareto front gathers the non-dominated points identified, where each point
represents a set of M = 5 key players. Figure 6.1 represents the Pareto fronts
with median HV (from 31 executions of MOABC algorithm) obtained for the
different social networks, according to the objective functions aforementioned: the
distance between the key players in the set (y axis) and the average Eigenvector
Centrality of the selected key players (x axis). This representation also allows to
evaluate the key player sets identified by single-objective optimization algorithms.
In particular, the most frequently used centrality measures (degree, betweenness,
closeness, and eigenvector) (Valente et al., 2008) are included in this figure.
Figure 6.1 shows how these single-objective methods identify key player sets
that fall below the MOABC median Pareto front, except for the Eigenvector
Centrality method, where the corresponding sets are located at the most right
place of the Pareto fronts. One interesting conclusion is that single-objective
methods select key players with clearly less distance between them, that is, close
to each other, not being able to reach other areas of the network. Hence, it has
been shown how MOABC addresses the deficiency of single-objective methods
and is able to dominate the key player sets identified by those approaches.
Once the advantage over single-objective optimization algorithms has been
demonstrated, the next step is to show how MOABC improves the results
found in the scientific literature on key player identification with multiobjective techniques. With this purpose, graphical and statistical comparisons
have been performed between the MOABC and NSGA-II (Gunasekara et al.,
2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014) (the only multi-objective approach found in the
literature) results from the execution of the algorithms in the different social
27
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networks proposed earlier. With the aim of obtaining a performance assessment
31 independent repetitions have been executed for each algorithm. Figure 6.2
represents the different Pareto fronts with median HV identified by MOABC and
NSGA-II for the datasets mentioned in Table 6.1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figura 6.1: Comparisons between MOABC and single-objective optimization
algorithms for the 6 different networks: (a) Dolphins, (b) Prisoners, (c) Power
Grid, (d) US Power Network, (e) Facebook William, (f) Reality Mining.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figura 6.2: Pareto front comparisons between MOABC and NSGA-II (Gunasekara
et al., 2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014) for the 6 different networks: (a) Dolphins,
(b) Prisoners, (c) Power Grid, (d) US Power Network, (e) Facebook William, (f)
Reality Mining.

By analyzing the graphs in Figure 6.2, it can be observed that the MOABC’s
behavior equals NSGA-II for small and simple networks (Dolphins and Prisoners)
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with less than 100 nodes. However, when the algorithms are tested in larger and
more complex networks, NSGA-II presents a lack of efficiency to identify optimum
key player sets. It is shown how MOABC identifies more non-dominated solutions
in its Pareto front and how they dominate the NSGA-II ones. Note how MOABC
is able to locate many more solutions on the edges performing a wider scan of the
search space, e.g., for the US Power Network data set, the difference regarding
the right side of Figure 6.2(d) is remarkable. This is due to the greedy behavior
of MOABC when initializing the food sources and when it applies the mutation
operator, that helps to improve one of the objective functions values.
MOABC presents better median Pareto fronts than NSGA-II for 4 out 6 social
networks used. In order to evaluate this visual advantage, the quality metrics
detailed in Subsection 6.2.1 are used to carry out a statistical comparison between
both approaches. Table 6.2 shows the statistics for the hypervolume obtained with
both algorithms in the 31 repetitions executed.
Algorithm
MOABC

NSGA-II

Metric ( %)
Average
Median
Standard Deviation
CV (Coeff. Variation)
Average
Median
Standard Deviation
CV (Coeff. Variation)

1
62.88
62.85
0.28
0.45
63.31
63.36
0.10
0.16

2
55.89
55.89
0.05
0.09
55.89
55.90
0.08
0.14

Network
3
4
61.93 51.72
61.97 51.74
0.47 0.11
0.76 0.21
53.16 41.24
53.17 41.65
4.13 4.65
7.77 11.28

5
6
43.65 54.21
43.50 54.21
0.47 0.44
1.08 0.81
33.47 44.72
32.60 45.16
4.47 5.29
13.35 11.83

Average
55.05
55.03
0.30
0.57
48.63
48.64
3.12
7.42

Tabla 6.2: Comparison of the statistics of Hypervolume for the different networks.

Table 6.2 shows that the Hypervolume results for the two smallest networks are
similar, meaning that both algorithms cover the same region of the objective space
with small differences. Otherwise, for the remaining networks, MOABC is able
to find sets of key players that cover a more extended region in comparison with
NSGA-II. For example, focusing on the Facebook William network (Network 5),
MOABC overcomes the NSGA-II average result in a 30 %. Even more, for the 31
repetitions, the MOABC algorithm presents less dispersion between repetitions,
making MOABC a more robust approach because of the ability to identify the
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same solutions in different executions.
Table 6.3 presents the statistical analysis for the Coverage Relation regarding
to the median Pareto front of both approaches. In this table, (MOABC, NSGAII) refers to the fraction of points of the NSGA-II Pareto front that are covered
by the points in the MOABC’s Pareto front. (NSGA-II, MOABC) represents the
opposite.
Coverage Relation ( %)
(MOABC, NSGA-II)
(NSGA-II, MOABC)

1
77.50
92.50

2
86.84
89.47

Network
3
4
91.18 85.71
4.88 8.70

5
6
95.24 89.43
4.26 38.81

Average
87.65
39.77

Tabla 6.3: Comparison of the statistics of Coverage Relation for the different
networks.

MOABC algorithm identifies solutions that dominate or equal the ones
identified by NSGA-II. Aside from locating a higher number of solutions in the
objective space, the MOABC Pareto fronts cover between a 85-95 % of the set
of solutions identified by NSGA-II for the 4 largest networks. This reflects the
dominance of the proposed algorithm over the other one when the complexity of
a network is increased. As happened with the Hypervolume indicator, the results
for the smallest networks (Dolphins and Prisoners) are quite similar as they find
very similar sets of solutions.
Table 6.4 shows the statistics for the number of non-dominated solutions of
each Pareto front extracted by both algorithms from the 31 repetitions.
Algorithm
MOABC

NSGA-II

Metric
Average
Median
Standard Deviation
CV
Average
Median
Standard Deviation
CV

1
41.45
41
2.05
4.97
40.58
40
1.60
3.94

Network
2
3
4
5
6
37.10 39.36 52.16 46.71 289.03
37
39
51
47
244
0.60 3.36 5.96 3.57 82.65
1.62 8.54 11.43 7.64 28.60
37.68 16.32 24.59 28.97 76.13
37
16
24
29
73
1.19 3.66 5.72 4.18 20.97
3.16 22.43 23.26 14.43 27.54

Average
84.30
76.50
16.37
10.47
37.38
36.50
6.22
15.79

Tabla 6.4: Statistics of the number of non-dominated solutions for the different
networks.
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MOABC approach is able to find many more non-dominated solutions for
the 4 largest networks both in average and in median value. Note the difference
regarding Network 6 (Reality Mining), where MOABC overcomes NSGA-II by
finding, in average, around 200 more non-dominated solutions taking into account
the 31 repetitions. As happened with the Hypervolume, the results obtained by
MOABC have less dispersion (compare the average CVs) between repetitions,
while the ones obtained by NSGA-II differ more from one repetition to another.
Finally, the average improvements of the proposed MOABC approach with
respect to NSGA-II are presented. The proposed approach outperforms the
average Hypervolume scores in NSGA-II by 13.20 %, due to the improvement in
the largest networks. Even more, the Hypervolume results are less dispersed and
the proposed approach is, in average, about 12 times more robust than NSGA-II.
Furthermore, the results for the Coverage Relation indicator obtained by NSGAII are improved by the proposed MOABC approach by an average of 120.39 %.
Finally, with regard to the number of non-dominated solutions, the MOABC
results present an average improvement of 125.52 %, also with less dispersion.

6.3

Reducing the Pareto front

This section presents the evaluation metric proposed to assess performance and
the experimental results that have been obtained by the considered methods for
reducing the Pareto front.

6.3.1

Evaluation metrics

Regarding the key players identification problem, there is no universal evaluation
metric that allows to assess the performance and quality of the solutions obtained.
Hence, the single solutions identified by the considered methods require a way
to assess its performance and address a quantitative comparison. An evaluation
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metric to address this problem has been considered here. This metric takes
into account the previously mentioned objective functions (eigenvector centrality
and distance between key players) along with three other frequently used node
centrality measures to assess the quality of the solutions identified, i.e.:

– Degree centrality (Freeman, 1978): focuses on the number of neighbors to
which a node is connected. In this context, the average degree centrality
¯ .
value of a set of key players K is denoted as dg
K
– Closeness centrality (Okamoto et al., 2008): measures the length of the
shortest paths between one node and all other nodes in the graph. In this
case, the closeness centrality value is denoted as c̄K .
– Betweenness centrality (Barthélemy, 2004): measures the frequency or the
number of times that a node acts as a bridge along the shortest path between
two other nodes. It is denoted as b̄K .

Therefore, assessing the quality of the solution proposed by each of the
methods can be achieved by evaluating its set of key players according to the five
different metrics that compose the evaluation metric proposed. This is computed
as the average of the sum of the set’s individual values, which are normalized in
a range between [0, 1] to carry out fair comparisons, i.e.:

¯ + c̄K + b̄K ,
RK = d¯K + ēK + dg
K

(6.3)

where RK ranges in [0, 5]. The larger RK is, the greater influence the set of
keyplayers K has.

6.3.2

Experimental results

The number of considered key players has been set to M = 5. Pareto fronts for the
considered social networks have been obtained by applying the Multi-Objective
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Artificial Bee Colony optimization approach (MOABC) (Pérez et al., 2017). The
algorithm has been configured with a colony_size = 50 and max_cycles = 150.
In order to obtain statistical results, a total of 31 independent executions have
been performed for each experiment.
Figure 6.3 shows the Pareto fronts of the median executions for each social
network, where the x axis corresponds to the objective related to eigenvector
centrality and the y axis to the one related to the distance between key players
within the set. Each graph also presents the single solutions identified by the
considered methods.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figura 6.3: Solutions selected by the methods for the automatic selection of a
single solution for the 6 different networks: (a) Dolphins, (b) Prisoners, (c) Power
Grid, (d) US Power Network, (e) Facebook William, (f) Reality Mining.

It can be seen how the considered methods tend to select solutions located
near the “knee” of the Pareto fronts. The knee region contains the solutions to
be likely interesting. Thus, all the different solutions identified seem to have a
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reasonable quality as these are the ones usually preferred when no preference
criteria are applied (Deb et al., 2011).
In order to measure the quality of the considered methods, a statistical
comparison among all the single solutions identified by the different methods
is carried out using the previously proposed evaluation metric. For each social
network, Table 6.5 shows a statistical summary obtained for the different methods
based on the 31 executions. More specifically, the mean, the range (the difference
between the highest and the lowest values), and the Pearson’s coefficient of
variation (CV) are presented in this table.
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Methods
Mean
Range
HH
CV
Mean
Range
C
CV
Mean
Range
SDIE
CV
Mean
Range
SDIM
CV
Mean
Range
SDIT
CV
Mean
Range
SDIM B
CV
Mean
Range
SDAE
CV
Mean
Range
SDAM
CV
Mean
Range
SDAT
CV
Mean
Range
SDAM B
CV
Mean
Range
SDALV
CV

1
2.87
0.04
4.50
3.23
0.00
2.19
2.87
0.04
4.50
3.81
0.00
2.04
2.88
0.01
4.29
2.86
0.04
4.95
2.91
0.43
8.76
2.85
0.17
7.29
2.78
0.57
12.45
2.92
0.43
8.36
2.77
0.00
31.17

2
3.96
0.00
0.00
3.93
0.00
3.81
3.96
0.00
0.00
3.96
0.00
0.00
3.61
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
3.38
0.40
5.26
3.23
0.07
4.59
3.22
0.00
5.78
1.51
0.28
48.44
3.88
0.00
6.46

Networks
3
4
3.54
2.84
0.11
0.00
2.50
0.53
3.49
2.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.74
3.54
2.83
0.11
0.00
2.50
0.00
3.54
2.75
0.11
0.00
2.50
6.61
3.54
2.70
0.11
0.00
2.67
0.00
3.10
2.59
0.19
0.00
4.48
9.04
2.87
2.56
0.47
0.22
9.13 11.61
3.05
2.60
0.34
0.17
9.26 12.84
2.95
2.54
0.13
0.22
8.08 12.04
2.21
2.20
0.67
0.17
17.46 9.36
3.41
2.83
0.24
0.00
4.77
0.00

5
2.89
0.04
5.33
2.85
0.05
13.48
2.89
0.04
5.32
2.03
0.00
40.20
2.83
0.02
3.80
2.50
0.06
7.99
2.67
0.47
13.64
2.67
0.62
10.61
2.82
0.03
11.34
2.36
0.04
13.02
2.67
0.00
22.70

6
2.41
0.00
0.00
2.21
0.68
14.37
2.41
0.00
0.00
2.41
0.00
0.00
2.40
0.02
0.91
3.78
0.00
0.00
1.75
0.00
7.03
1.75
0.00
7.03
1.72
0.00
2.36
1.72
0.00
22.33
2.21
0.68
14.28

Average
3.08
0.03
2.14
3.08
0.12
6.26
3.08
0.03
2.06
3.08
0.02
8.56
3.00
0.03
1.94
2.64
0.05
4.41
2.69
0.33
9.24
2.69
0.23
8.60
2.67
0.16
8.68
2.15
0.27
19.83
2.96
0.15
13.23

Tabla 6.5: Mean, range, and Pearson’s variation coefficient (CV) of the evaluation
metric for the considered methods based on 31 executions for each network.

It can be observed how the first method (HH) is the one with the best
performance as it reaches the best mean values in most social networks (4 out
of 6). Besides that, it reaches the highest average value through all the social
networks. In a second level, the SDI methods show very relevant results, specially
the SDIE and SDIM methods, which find the highest mean values in half of the
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networks (3 out of 6 networks). Furthermore, although the consensus method
does not reach the best value in any of the networks, it has proven to be
competitive as this method obtains reasonably high average values in most of
the networks. The remaining methods obtain results with lower quality than the
ones aforementioned.
Focusing on the variability of the results, the HH, SDIE , and SDIT methods
present less dispersion among the repetitions executed. Thus, they provide results
that are statistically more robust, being more stable than the other approaches.
Since HH is the method with the best results, Table 6.6 shows the average
improvements in terms of percentage of this method in comparison with the other
ones.
Methods
C
SDIE
SDIM
SDIT
SDIM B
SDAE
SDAM
SDAT
SDAM B
SDALV
Average

1
-11.15
0.00
-24.67
-0.35
0.35
-1.37
0.70
3.24
-1.71
3.61
-3.14

2
0.76
0.00
0.00
9.70
296.00
17.16
22.60
22.98
162.25
2.06
53.35

Networks
3
4
1.43
1.43
0.00
0.35
0.00
3.27
0.00
5.19
14.19 9.65
23.34 10.94
16.07 9.23
20.00 11.81
60.18 29.09
3.81
0.35
13.90 8.13

5
1.40
0.00
42.36
2.12
15.60
8.24
8.24
2.48
22.46
8.24
11.11

6
9.05
0.00
0.00
0.42
-36.24
37.71
37.71
40.12
40.12
9.05
13.79

Average
0.49
0.06
3.49
2.85
49.93
16.00
15.76
16.77
52.06
4.52
16.19

Tabla 6.6: HH mean improvements ( %) regarding the rest of the considered
methods for each network.

By analyzing the last column from Table 6.6, it can be seen that on
average (taking into account every network), the HH method outperforms all
the remaining methods, assuming an improvement between 0,06 % and 52,06 %.
Focusing on the last row from the table, it can be seen the average improvement
achieved by the HH method regarding the other methods for each network. In
conclusion, this method obtains better average results in most of the networks (5
out of 6), which average improvements range between 8,13 % and 53,35 %. In fact,
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even considering the only network where the HH method does not obtain the best
results, the average improvement with respect to all the considered networks and
methods is 16,19 %.
As a consequence, the highest hypervolume method seems to be the method
with the best performance in order to automatically select a single solution
from all the possible alternatives within the Pareto front. This method is closely
followed by the SDIE method, which presents reasonable outcomes in average
performance and robustness.
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7
CONCLUSIONS

7.1

Multi-objective artificial bee colony algorithm

The lack of effectiveness of the single-objective identification of key players sets
has motivated the design, implementation, and testing of a Multi-Objective
Artificial Bee Colony (MOABC) optimization approach. For the first time, this
multi-objective approach has been used to address the key player identification
problem. Its results surpass the ones obtained by the individual centrality
measures. By using different quality metrics to measure the model performance, it
has been demonstrated how this approach obtains better results than the stateof-the-art, making comparisons with the outcomes from NSGA-II (Gunasekara
et al., 2015; Gunasekara et al., 2014), the only previous multi-objective approach
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designed for key player identification purposes.
The advantage of MOABC over NSGA-II has been proved as it is able to find
sets of solutions that cover a wider area of the objective space for the largest social
networks and presents similar results as NSGA-II for the smallest and simplest
ones. As a result, MOABC outcomes improve the average Hypervolume scores
(13.20 %). Besides, the dominance of the MOABC median Pareto fronts over the
NSGA-II ones has been demonstrated as it covers an average of 87.65 % of the
solutions obtained by the NSGA-II algorithm. If the total average number of nondominated solutions identified by both approaches is taken into account, MOABC
is able to enhance an average of 125.52 % the results obtained by NSGA-II for the
31 repetitions executed. Even more, it has been proved how the proposed MOABC
approach is statistically more robust and the results present less dispersion than
the ones from the comparable multi-objective approach published.
As the algorithm finds many non-dominated solutions, the aim of the future
work is to develop a decision-making process able to select one relevant solution
among the several alternatives found by the MOABC execution for a given social
network. Both MOABC and decision-making approaches will be included in an
e-learning platform called NeuroK7 (Calle-Alonso et al., 2017), which is based
on neurodidactics and social networks principles. The aim is to identify sets of
influential students. These students can be used as good transmitters of knowledge
and can play an important role in the teaching-learning process.

7.2

Reducing the Pareto front

The large number of non-dominated solutions identified by the MOABC approach
has motivated the consideration, implementation, and testing of several methods
forvpost-Pareto optimality analysis. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
is the first time that the problem of automatically selecting a single solution from
7

https://neurok.es/
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the Pareto front has been addressed in a key players’ identification context. By
testing these methods in six different social networks, it has been shown how they
select solutions located near the knee of the Pareto front.
By applying an evaluation metric, which gathers five different individual
metrics to measure the behavior of the key players sets, a statistical analysis has
been carried out in order to assess the performance of each method considered.
From this study, it has been shown how the highest hypervolume method has
selected solutions with the highest average performance, closely followed by the
method based on the shortest Euclidean distance to the ideal point. The highest
hypervolume method obtains better average results in most of the networks.
Besides that, when taking into account all the networks, this method obtains
results that improve the other methods up to 52,06 %.
Therefore, the highest hypervolume method seems to be the one with the best
performance and could be used in the automatic selection of a single set of key
players in the context of the NeuroK e-learning platform (Calle-Alonso et al.,
2017). Thereby, a single optimal group of students could be selected among all
students within the NeuroK social network. The identification of influencers is a
relevant issue in e-learning platforms addressing social networks.
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